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I Love to Sleep is an interactive touch-and-feel board book for the smallest of sleepers, designed

with a dozen different textures for small fingers to explore. Babies will find objects from a touchable

pacifier to an inviting crib, all identified in English, Spanish, and French. Pair this with I Love to Eat

for a terrific baby gift!

Board book: 12 pages

Publisher: HMH Books for Young Readers; Multilingual edition edition (August 21, 2012)

Language: Spanish, French
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Age Range: 1 - 3 years
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Baby loves the different textures inside the book. He particularly loves flipping the pages of the baby

book inside the book. Very meta. I wish there were phonetic pronounciations of the french words.

FYI, There isn't a story line, but a theme of sleepy time items including mobile and pacifiers.

This sturdy board book features everything a baby/toddler will need to get some rest. With one word

and illustration per page it's sure to keep the little ones attention. Perfect book for toddlers and

babies. The pages have something tactile for kids to touch on each page.

1 and 1/2 yr old grand daughter really likes touch and feel book. This one is her very favorite, she

will sit and look through it. She can turn the pages and likes that. Has lots to touch and feel in it.

Best one of the touch and feel I bought her.



My daughter is 7 months old and loves this touch and feel book. I read it to her in French, it has all

the vocabulary for bedtime that we usually use at home. I like that it also has Spanish and English.

The touch and feel parts are super adorable! This book even keeps me interested and flipping back

and fourth feeling all the different textures. My 6 month old enjoys this book very much so far! Wish

they made more than two!

It's his favorite book. We started reading it to him when he was only 6 months old and (7 months

later), he STILL loves it.

This and it's partner book are awesome. It is perfect and appreciated by my toddler, but it is

wonderful and very appropriate for my almost nine month old as well. I Love to Eat and I Love to

Sleep are great reads for anytime as well as the "appropriate" time. With each pages filled with one

more item of wonder and discovery. We've had a few Touch and Feel Books through out the last

few years, but these two appear to be very durable and I'm excited to be able to share them with my

daughters.*Thanks to HMH for providing a copy for review.*

Both this and the "I love the eat" book are some of our favorites. They have very large textured

areas for the baby to reach for, and pages that are easy for the baby to turn. I recommend.
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